Campus Council on Academic Standards and Curriculum Meeting
December 6, 2019, 3:00 pm

Present: Zoom meeting: Grace Lasker, Chair, Hazel Asuncion, Rachael Gilchrist, Cheryl Gordon, Ceri Nishihara and Rob Turner

Guests: VCAA Jones, Annette Anderson, Marissa Heringer, Jung Lee, Pam Lundquist and Arkady Retik

Curriculum reviewed

- **B EDUC439**
  Knowing, Teaching, and Assessing in Learning Tribal Sovereignty
  CCASC decision – approved with revision
  Learning Objectives – modify learning objectives to show skills and abilities gained, current objectives read as tasks

- **B EDUC 438**
  Learning Tribal Sovereignty
  CCASC decision – approved with revision
  Learning Objectives – align course proposal with Distance Learning objectives

- **B EDUC 402**
  Human Growth and Learning
  CCASC decision – approved with revision
  Learning Objectives: align course proposal with Distance Learning objectives

- **B EDUC210**
  Teaching and Learning in a Multicultural Society
  CCASC decision – approved with revision
  Learning Objectives: align course proposal with Distance Learning objectives
  Check for affected colleges/schools

- **B EDUC 205**
  Education and Equity in the U.S.
  CCASC decision – approved with revision
  Learning Objectives: align course proposal with Distance Learning objectives
  Check for affected colleges/schools

- **CSS 485**
  Artificial Neural Networks
  CCASC decision – pending approval, return to CCASC
  Title – revise to include Artificial
  Syllabus – provide original and updated syllabus
  Provide overlap or equivalency documentation

- **CSS 295**
  K-12 Computing Education
  CCASC decision – pending approval, return to CCASC
  Ongoing dialog on course learning objectives and with the School of Educational Studies on teaching methodology, classroom management.
  Consult with Grace Lasker, Chair of the CCASC
• **B ENGR 310**  
  Computation Physical Modeling  
  **CCASC decision – approved with revision**  
  Syllabus – provide the original and the updated schedule and clarification of the change from 5 to 4 credits.  
  Add STMATH 307 or equivalent as course prerequisite  
  Provide documentation of affected college/school

• **BEARTH317**  
  Soils in the Environment  
  **CCASC decision – approved with revision**  
  Provide documentation of affected college/school  
  Add prerequisites and update the Justification

Lasker spoke to the CCASC about continuing the Council meetings on ZOOM, the Council affirmed that this was preferred by the members. She would like to review and update the CCASC reference manual.

Lasker announced that Barb Van Sant, Program Coordinator for the CCASC will be retiring at the end of December, she thanked Barb for her work with the CCASC.

Minutes submitted by Barbara Van Sant  
Meeting adjourned at 5:00 pm  
The next meeting will be determined